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ABSTRACT 
 
Routing in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) aims to interconnect sensor nodes via single or multi-hop 
paths. The routes are established to forward data packets from sensor nodes to the sink. Establishing a 
single path to report each data packet results in increasing energy consumption in WSN, hence, data 
aggregation routing is used to combine data packets and consequently reduce the number of transmissions. 
This reduces the routing overhead by eliminating redundant and meaningless data. There are two models 
for data aggregation routing in WSN: mobile agent and client/server. This paper describes data 
aggregation routing and classifies then the routing protocols according to the network architecture and 
routing models. The key issues of the data aggregation routing models (client/server and mobile agent) are 
highlighted and discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of small and tiny computing devices that are scattered 
to collect and report ambient data. The network nodes are usually static and communicate through 
provided wireless channels that are limited (in terms of communication range), unreliable and 
vulnerable to environmental noises, signal reflections, wireless interferences and/or physical 
obstructions [42]. The main objective of WSN establishment is to provide low-cost ambient data 
collection services. The nodes usually are small and cheap with limited energy, computation, 
communication and storage resources that are able to perform only a set of basic computation and 
communication tasks. They measure ambient data and transmit the result to the consumer access 
point (sink) as it has less resource limitation. WSN architecture is generally classified as either 
flat or hierarchical. The flat network is formed by the nodes which are usually randomly scattered 
in the area, whereas a hierarchical network is formed by clusters or the groups of nodes [49]. 
 
The key benefit of WSNs is that they can be implemented almost anywhere without the need for 
any specific communication infrastructure. It allows a WSN to be deployed as an alternative to 
non-existent infrastructure (for cost effectiveness) or if the existing infrastructure is not 
appropriate to use. Owing to this, WSN technology is used in diverse applications like education, 
ambient monitoring, transportation and health [42]. For example, in the case of education, this 
technology can be used to make a safe and easy-to-use laboratory in which the students 
experience scientific concepts in details.  
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WSNs are considered as an application of ad-hoc networks [38]. Similar to ad-hoc networks, 
there is no specific infrastructure for WSN and the network is deployed in a self-organising 
manner without any centralised control. However, there are five differences between WSN and 
ad-hoc networks [22]: 
 
1.   WSNs are densely deployed using a large number of sensor nodes, whereas ad-hoc 
networks usually consist of a fewer number of nodes with sufficient resources to compute 
and/or communicate. 
 
2.   Sensor node resources such as energy and communication/computation power are weaker 
than ad-hoc node. In other words, sensor nodes are tiny, weak and cheap (i.e TelosB node 
[44]), whereas ad-hoc nodes are usually more mature (i.e smart phones and/ PDAs) and 
have stronger resources. Sensor nodes usually have restricted processing modules (CPU), 
so they are not able to process complex jobs. They are not able to maintain large-scale 
data because they have limited storage capacities. In addition, they are not able to 
frequently communicate over long distance wireless links as they have limited radio 
range and power resources to broadcast wireless signals. 
 
3.    Message broadcasting is usually used in WSNs as maintaining a global addressing pattern 
such as IP (to support peer-to-peer communications) is very expensive in terms of 
network resource consumption. On the other hand, an ad-hoc network is able to support 
local communications between any pair of nodes using IP-based communication 
protocols. 
 
4.   In contrast to ad-hoc, WSN avoids collecting and transmitting redundant data as it 
increases network resource consumption. 
 
5.    WSN nature of dynamicity is different from ad-hoc network as sensor nodes are usually 
stationary in most applications. 
 
WSN routing is in charge of interconnecting sensor nodes via either single or multi-hop links. It 
includes the procedure of route discovery, establishment and maintenance. The purpose of WSN 
routing is to forward data packets from event regions to the sink. However, routing raw data 
packets through wireless communication links from source regions to the sink increases network 
resource consumption and consequently reduces the network lifetime. This means that the sensor 
nodes would consume a great amount of network resources mainly-energy, if they need to 
forward each sensed data sample to the sink. 
 
Data aggregation is a technique to combine data packets. This has the potential to eliminate 
meaningless/redundant data and reduce the number/size of transmissions. Hence, data 
aggregation technique can reduce network energy consumption if it is used in a WSN. This 
technique combines the data packets using an aggregation function (e.g Average, Maximum, 
Minimum, Count, Median, Rank, Standard Deviation, Variance and Sum) into a single one to 
transmit. It would result in reductions of transmissions and consequently decreasing the 
communication costs, bandwidth utilisation, network congestion, energy consumption and 
network delay in WSN routing. 
 
WSN data aggregation routing makes communication paths between source nodes and the sink to 
aggregate and forward the network traffic. Resource conservation (mainly-energy), maximizing 
the number of captured data and minimizing data collection delay are three key issues that need to 
be considered in data aggregation routing [37]. Client/server and mobile/agent are two potential 
forms of data aggregation routing in WSN [47], [10]. Client/server lets the intermediate nodes to 
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collect and aggregate data packets from the event region to the sink, whereas mobile agents are 
forwarded throughout the network to capture and collect data in mobile agent data aggregation 
routing model. 
 
In the reminder of this article, Section 2 introduces WSN routing. It highlights the key issues 
which should be considered to design WSN routing protocols. Section 3 introduces data 
aggregation routing in WSN according to client/server and mobile agent models. The key design 
issues of each model are explained based on the protocol reactivity and/or network architecture 
(flat and hierarchical). Section 4 concludes data aggregation routing in WSNs and compares then 
client/server and mobile agent data aggregation routings.  
 
2. ROUTING IN WSN 
 
Routing in WSN utilizes a convergence pattern to forward data packets from source nodes to sink 
via either single or multi-hop links. Sensor nodes may need to forward network traffic through 
multi-hop links as they usually have limited communication abilities which do not allow direct 
communications. As a result, WSN routing needs to efficiently route the data packets from source 
regions to sink based on the network characteristics, node capacities and application 
requirements. 
 
There are two components in WSN routing that work in parallel to route the network traffic: the 
protocol mechanism and the routing matrix [8]. The protocol mechanism focuses on data 
transmission scheme, data forwarding, routing information storage, packets characteristics and 
path discovery. The routing matrix works upon the protocol mechanism and its objective is path 
selection amongst the available ones. Route matrix returns the optimal paths if multiple paths are 
available. It is in charge of making the routing decisions according to the routing parameters such 
as consumed energy, path hop count, communication signal strength and loop avoidance [28]. 
 
The paths are established in WSNs in two schemes: Address-Centric (AC) and Data-Centric 
(DC). In the former, the nodes consider the address of next hop nodes to forward network traffic, 
whereas in the latter the routes are established using an attribute-based naming that specifies the 
properties of data over the wireless links. AC protocols do not offer benefits in WSNs because 
there is no global addressing scheme such as IP in WSN. In fact, lack of global addressing 
scheme in WSNs limits address-centric communications into local area in which sensor nodes are 
aware of each other ID address. Moreover, dense, dynamic and/or random WSN deployment 
complicates acquiring ID address of nodes on multi-hop communication links. By this, WSNs use 
DC routing protocols to forward data packets. In data-centric routing, a data packet is forwarded 
if it is desirable for the next node. 
 
Network topology change is an issue that have high impact on WSN routing. A node or 
communication route fails when the energy level at the nodes falls below the required threshold 
for being alive or maintaining the communication links. In fact, WSN routing becomes 
challenging as the nodes need to consider energy consumption, (wireless) connectivity and 
coverage to forward network traffic. 
 
2.1. WSN Routing Design Issues 
 
A set of distinct factors needs to be considered when designing WSN routing protocols. They 
depend on routing scheme, network architecture and node characteristics [2], [48], [3]. The key 
ones are explained below: 
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•    Network architecture: it has a significant impact on routing to discover and establish 
route that are used to forward packets. Data packets are routed to higher levels of 
hierarchy such as cluster-heads when WSN is hierarchical, whereas they are 
directly/indirectly forwarded to the sink in flat WSN.  
 
•    Node placement: node placement is rooted in the network applications and/or the 
consumer requirements and has the potential to influence routing connectivity and 
coverage. Sensor nodes can be placed in two schemes: deterministic and non-
deterministic. In the former, the sensor nodes get manually placed and pre-determined 
routes are used to report the network traffic, whereas they are randomly scattered and the 
paths are dynamically formed in latter. 
 
•    Energy: this highly influences routing performance in WSN. As the required power for          
wireless communications is correlated to distance, forwarding network traffic through 
shortest paths is highly desirable to conserve energy. 
 
•    Data delivery model: routing is influenced by the data delivery models that are    
continuous, query-driven, event-driven or hybrid. For example, single path routing is not 
recommended in continuous data delivery (i.e habitat monitoring) as transmitting all the 
packets continuously through a single/same path can drain the energy of nodes being used 
(bottleneck). Owing to this, multi-path or hierarchical routing protocols are utilised to 
forward the network traffic through a set of variant paths or intermediate nodes that are 
able to eliminate redundant data. 
 
•    Node capabilities: nodes capability and functionality influences routing design and 
performance. For example, source nodes may forward data packets to the intermediate 
nodes such as cluster-heads which are able to perform in-network data aggregation. 
 
•   MAC protocol design: MAC protocols affect the routing performance as they are 
responsible for wireless link availability. For example, the link availability and 
consequently communication connectivity might be influenced by MAC protocols. 
Moreover, energy conservation can be enhanced in WSN if MAC protocols eliminate 
idle-listening energy consumption. They allow nodes to wake up when they need to send 
or receive network packets and then go to sleep if they have nothing to do. 
 
• Data aggregation: as source nodes may forward a large amounts of redundant data 
measured from overlapped areas and/or similar events, data aggregation techniques are 
used by routing protocols to reduce the size and/or the number of (similar and/or 
redundant) data packets. 
 
3. DATA AGGREGATION ROUTING IN WSN 
 
Data aggregation routing aims to transmit a summarised scheme of sensed data (without losing 
data meaning and accuracy) in a convergent fashion to the consumer access point (sink). This 
leads to reduce transmission rate and consequently reduce network resource consumption. Data 
aggregation routing has two schemes [47], [10]: client/server and mobile agent. Client/server lets 
the intermediate nodes to collect and aggregate the forwarded data packets from the event region 
to the sink, whereas mobile agents are forwarded throughout the network to capture and collect 
data in the latter. In other words, the mobile agents need to migrate through the paths to capture 
and aggregate data samples at the source nodes and then return the results to sink. 
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3.1. Client/Server Data Aggregation Routing 
 
Client/server data aggregation routing forms the paths in either flat or hierarchical. In the former, 
the nodes play same roles and the paths are established in a convergent manner from event 
regions to the sink. Apart from sink, intermediate nodes may perform in-network data aggregation 
if they receive multiple data packets. However, no node stays in charge of performing data 
aggregation process. On the other hand, the nodes may play different roles such as network 
bridge, intermediate aggregator or data consumer access point in hierarchical networks. The 
routes are usually established through intermediate nodes which perform data aggregation. Data 
packets are hierarchically aggregated and forwarded then from source nodes to the sink. 
 
3.1.1. Flat Architecture  
 
Flat data aggregation routing forwards data through minimum-cost paths which are formed from 
source nodes to the sink. The intermediate nodes might combine the received data packets when 
they are being transmitted to the sink. There are two schemes to form the routes in flat data 
aggregation: address-centric (AC) or data-centric (DC). The nodes consider the address of next 
hop nodes to forward network traffic in AC, whereas the routes are established using an attribute-
based naming that specifies the properties of data over the wireless links in DC. 
 
There are three classes to categorise flat client/server data aggregation routing [37]: 
 
1.   Push data aggregation routing: a subscription link initially is formed from the sink to 
source nodes to forward data. Source nodes, which receive the subscription links, become 
available to report data packets through the same links to the sink. The source nodes 
forward data packets until the subscription links are available. Push data aggregation 
routing constantly consumes network resources as source nodes would frequently 
transmit data packets as long as the subscription links are available. Moreover, the 
network resource consumption is increased as redundant or uninteresting data might be 
continuously reported to the sink. SPIN protocol (Sensor Protocols for Information via 
Negotiation) [24] uses push data aggregation routing. Under this protocol, meta-data is 
utilised instead of original data to establish the routes in flat. First, each source node 
introduces its own data packet to the single-hop neighbourhood by sending a message. A 
neighbour node replies back if it is interested in collecting. Then, the source node 
transmits a data packet to the neighbour node. The intermediate nodes collect and 
combine the received data packets and perform then a similar scheme to forward the 
aggregated data until the sink receives. 
 
2.   Two-phase pull aggregation routing: the source nodes heuristically establish shortest paths 
to transmit data packets to sink upon receiving the queries. It improves the quality and/or 
accuracy of data collection because data packets are forwarded according to the sink 
queries and not randomly or periodically. However, several round trip communications to 
establish the paths consumes network resources especially when network deployed is 
dense and sink queries are frequently changed. Direct diffusion [20] utilises a two-phase 
pull mechanism to collect, aggregate and report data. Under this protocol, data-naming 
technique is used to forward data packets. The objective of utilising the attribute-value is 
to reduce network resource consumption by eliminating unnecessary data processing and 
communication. This means that a data packet is forwarded if it matches the query 
attribute-values. Data processing and communication is reduced as only the nodes that 
have interesting data for the sink or are able to establish a link to the source regions 
perform routing. First, the sink sends out the queries consisting of data attribute values. 
These values such as data type and geographical area describe the data samples which the 
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sink is interested in collecting. The query messages are occasionally broadcasted to 
refresh the route availability. The intermediate nodes update their routing tables upon 
receiving the query messages. The routing information is used to perform in-network data 
aggregation and form the return paths. Query message broadcasting is performed until 
nodes that have interesting data receive. The nodes may need to select the best available 
path because they receive a number of similar messages though variant routes. A set of 
parameters such as end-to-end delay or hop-count is considered to form the best path. The 
best path (called gradient) is used to forward data packet to sink. The nodes also may use 
other routes as alternatives if the current path (gradient) fails. The nodes living on the 
selected path combine and forward data packets until the sink is reached. 
 
3.   One-phase pull aggregation routing: a shortest path is formed between the sink and source 
nodes if the queries meet interesting data to report. This technique offers a high overhead 
data aggregation routing because the sink needs to collect location information of source 
nodes that have interesting data. An one-phase pull data aggregation routing protocol is 
proposed by [23] in which sink propagates interest packets to the network to establish 
shortest paths namely gradients to the source nodes. Each source node that receives query 
packets selects the minimum delay path (minimum hop count) to forward data packet if 
the query requirement is met. 
 
Flat data aggregation routing needs to deal with the following drawbacks: (1) high overhead of 
establishing shortest paths especially in the case of large and dense networks, (2) simultaneous 
access to the wireless channels by the nodes to forward data packets results in increasing message 
failure and network congestion, (3) message re-transmission (due to collision and congestion) 
enhances energy consumption, (4) data aggregation accuracy and robustness is reduced due to 
data packets collision and congestion, (5) the routing paths may offer variant end-to-end delays 
which influence data freshness when data packets are forwarded through different routes (with 
variant hop count) [3].  
 
3.1.2. Hierarchical Architecture 
 
This model of data aggregation hierarchically forms an infrastructure to collect, combine and 
report data packets. Utilising an hierarchical infrastructure for data aggregation aims to resolve 
most flat data aggregation drawbacks. Data packets are not directly forwarded to the sink but they 
are routed to intermediate nodes which stay in charge of performing in-network aggregation. 
They get aggregated earlier in hierarchical networks as compared to flat. In fact, aggregator nodes 
hierarchically combine data packets in hierarchical routing instead of random aggregation which 
are performed by the nodes if reside on a joint path in flat routing. Hence, this reduces the number 
of relay nodes and consequently results in reduction of network traffic and congestion [19]. By 
this, message collision and end-to-end delay is reduced, however, data collection accuracy in 
increased. The benefits of hierarchical routing are outlined as below: 
 
1.    In-network data aggregation: this model of routing offers in-network data aggregation. 
Data packets are transmitted from source nodes to higher levels of hierarchy (i.e leader 
and/or cluster-heads) to aggregate. It leads to reduce the number of transmissions and 
network congestions. In other words, reducing the number of data packets results in 
reduction of message collision in hierarchical routing. Clustering, for example, is a 
technique which is commonly used to establish hierarchical infrastructures in WSN. In a 
clustered WSN, data packets usually are transmitted from source nodes (cluster members) 
to cluster-heads to collect, aggregate and/or transmit. Aggregated results are reported by 
cluster-heads to sink via either direct or indirect links. 
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2.    Increasing the message delivery ratio: the probability of message failure/collision would 
be       reduced in hierarchical routing as the network traffic decreases. In hierarchical 
routing, a set of specific nodes stays in charge of communication for a group of nodes. 
Indeed, a data sample is not directly forwarded to the sink by a source node. It reduces 
the number of nodes which try to access the wireless channels and the number of 
forwarding data packets. In consequence, message collision/failure is reduced, resulting 
in increasing the message delivery ratio. 
 
3.    Fair channel allocation: wireless communication channels can be efficiently managed in 
hierarchical network as contention-free scheduling is supported. Contention-free 
scheduling allocates wireless channel according to the nodes hierarchy level or location 
in advance of communications. It has the potential to increase the fairness of channel 
allocation and consequently decrease packet collisions as compared to contention-based 
scheduling which is increasingly used in flat networks. 
 
4.   Uniform energy consumption: in hierarchical routing, there is no centralised data 
processing but this is performed in a distributed manner. Hence, in-network tasks are 
hierarchically processed and analysed at the intermediate nodes. It leads to balance 
network loads resulting in increased network lifetime. On the other hand, a number of 
bottlenecks might arise in a flat network by the nodes which individually attempt to 
forward data packets. This results in non-uniform energy consumption that increases the 
risk of node failures in flat routing.  
 
5.    Routing delay reduction: communication delay is reduced in hierarchical routing because 
of utilising parallel links to report data samples. Besides, receive (queuing) and access 
delays [6] are reduced due to decreasing the number of messages and network traffic in 
hierarchical routing. 
   
A hierarchical infrastructure can be formed in either static or dynamic fashion. The nodes are 
allocated by the network roles mainly intermediate aggregators in advance of network 
deployment if this is static, whereas they are reactively selected and the hierarchical infrastructure 
is dynamically formed in dynamic form. Dynamic hierarchical infrastructure is widely used 
because of frequent topology change and random deployment in WSNs.  
 
Static hierarchical client/server data aggregation is easy and low-cost to set up as the intermediate 
aggregators are selected in prior to network deployment. The nodes do not need to consume 
network resources to dynamically form the infrastructure. Stronger nodes, in the terms of having 
sufficient computation, communication and storage resources, are positioned in efficient locations 
in which most possible number of source nodes are covered for data collection. It is commonly 
used in laboratory experimental situations because of their relative ease of installation. It allows 
source nodes to transmit data packets to the intermediate aggregators through energy efficient and 
low delay links. However, this scheme of hierarchical client/server data aggregation is not 
applicable for most applications of WSNs because of network topology change and random 
deployment. 
 
Dynamic hierarchical data aggregation infrastructure is reactively formed in an ad-hoc manner by 
considering the available resources and capabilities of nodes such as remaining energy and/or 
coverage degree. The network is partitioned into a set of hierarchy levels (i.e clusters) that are 
managed by either a single or multiple nodes (i.e leaders or cluster heads). The nodes can be 
selected using voting and/or probability algorithms [4]. The key duty of these nodes is to collect, 
combine and forward data samples. Node density, distribution pattern, connectivity and coverage 
degrees are the issues that need to be considered to establish dynamic hierarchical infrastructure. 
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There are a set of different techniques that are used to form hierarchical infrastructures in WSNs. 
Aggregation tree, clusters and chain are the most commonly used ones that are explained as 
below: 
 
•   Aggregation tree: this is established wherein a packet is hierarchically reported from each 
node to its parent for in-network data aggregation. The objective is to minimise resource 
consumption and maximise data collection rate [5]. The tree is formed using source nodes 
which report interesting data to the sink. TAG (a Tiny AGgregation service for ad-hoc 
sensor networks) [30] forms a tree infrastructure to collect and combine ambient data. At 
the beginning, the sink sends a level discovery message to assign a level label to network 
nodes. Each node increases its own level value by one and then forwards the message to 
the next hop if the message is received. This is continuously performed until all nodes get 
a level value. Then, the nodes forward data packets if they detect an available path to 
their upper level nodes. This procedure is repeated until the sink captures the aggregated 
result. TINA (a scheme for Temporal coherency-aware In-Network Aggregation) [41] 
utilises a similar mechanism to establish a tree infrastructure wherein data aggregation is 
performed. TiNA differs from TAG as it utilises temporal coherency tolerance. Under 
TiNA, the source nodes transmit data values if they differ from the pervious data reports. 
By this, “tct” parameter is added to the queries to show the consumer preference 
tolerance degree. By this, a data sample is forwarded if differs with the last value greater 
than “tct”. As the source nodes do not transmit all the measured data, TiNA reduces the 
network energy consumption. This is also supported by the empirical results presented in 
[41].  
 
•   Clustering: the network is partitioned into a set of groups named clusters using clustering 
technique. There are two schemes to form the clusters: address-centric and data centric. 
By this, the nodes that are similar in location or communication characteristics are 
grouped as a cluster. The nodes that reside in a cluster are named Cluster Members 
(CMs). Among all CMs, a single or multiple nodes stay in duty of managing the cluster. 
They are called Cluster Heads (CHs). CHs usually collect and combine intra-cluster data 
samples. Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) [18] is an address-centric 
routing algorithm that supports data aggregation. LEACH has two phases: setup and 
steady-state. The setup phase forms the clusters, whereas the steady-state forwards 
network traffic to sink. LEACH utilises a distributed random algorithm to select CHs. 
This is periodically performed and leads each CH stays in the duty for a particular round 
based on a value (P). This means that there is no chance for a CH to get the same role up 
to P next rounds. TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) [31] is utilised by source 
nodes to collect and report the network traffic and avoid intra-cluster collision. In 
addition, CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) [7] is used by CHs to forward the 
aggregated result to the sink and avoid inter-cluster interference. Forwarding the network 
traffic in unicast (instead of multicast) reduces energy consumption in LEACH. 
CLUstered Diffusion with Dynamic data Aggregation protocol (CLUDDA) [37] diffuses 
the sink queries into a clustered network in which the CHs are in charge of performing in-
network data aggregation. The queries include data collection information such as data 
type and aggregation function. Each CH that meets the requirements collects and 
aggregates intra-cluster data samples and then forwards the result to the sink. CLUDDA 
is a data-centric protocol and allows the data consumer to partially collect and aggregate 
data samples from each region of network in which data is desirable. It reduces energy 
consumption as data aggregation is performed by only a selective set of CHs (instead of 
all CHs) that match the interest packet requirements. 
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•    Aggregation chain: this forms a hierarchical infrastructure for data aggregation wherein 
source nodes report data samples to the sink. The chain is managed by a leader node 
which has the responsibility of collecting data samples from source nodes and reporting 
the aggregated result to the sink. By this, data samples are hierarchically aggregated and 
forwarded then from the source nodes to the leader. The aggregated result is forwarded 
by leader(s) to the sink via direct or indirect links. PEGASIS (Power-Efficient GAthering 
in Sensor Information Systems) [27] establishes a chain infrastructure for data 
aggregation. This protocol hierarchically forms a chain-based infrastructure to route data 
packets. The chain leader nodes are selected by considering a set of distinctive parameters 
such as residual energy level or location information. Then, source nodes utilise a greedy 
algorithm to forward data samples to next hop based on the distance to leader(s). This 
means that they forward a data packet if the next hop node is closer to the leader. Data 
packets get aggregated at each node and forwarded then to the next one until the leader is 
reached. Finally, the leader reports the aggregated result to the sink. However, a new 
leader is selected and a new chain is formed if the leader that is on duty fails. This 
protocol differs from LEACH as avoids periodical infrastructure reforming (i.e re-
clustering). Due to this, and according to the simulation results in [27], PEGASIS 
outperforms LEACH in terms of network lifetime. However, the cost of PEGASIS is 
increased over long period. This means that network resource consumption is increased in 
PEGASIS as sensor nodes need to collect information which is required to re-form the 
chain and re-select the leader. In addition, frequent data report by the leader makes them 
bottleneck. Besides, multi-hop transmissions from source nodes to the sink increase end-
to-end delay in PEGASIS. To resolve this, Hierarchical-PEGASIS [27] is proposed. This 
aims to reduce delay as source nodes forward network traffic using parallel links to the 
sink. For this, [27] utilises two techniques: signal coding (e.g CDMA) and transmitting 
spatial separated data. In the former, a tree infrastructure is formed that gets rooted in the 
sink. This allows the nodes to forward data packets in parallel. However, CDMA is 
utilised by each parallel transmission to avoid collision. The latter allows the nodes report 
data to the leader(s) if they are in the same region. The source nodes are spatially 
clustered and transmit then their data samples to the leader(s) in parallel.  
 
Hierarchical client/server data aggregation needs to deal with the following issues [29]: (1) the 
overhead of hierarchical infrastructure establishment/maintenance: this enhances the network 
resource consumption (mainly-energy) that consequently results in the reduction of network 
lifetime. Sensor nodes need to consume a great deal of energy to establish or re-establish the 
hierarchical structure when network topology or density changes, (2) Leader/CH bottlenecks: the 
intermediate aggregators on the hierarchical infrastructure such as CHs stay in the duty of 
managing in-network jobs including computation and communication tasks more than other 
nodes. Hence, the aggregator nodes have a higher chance to fail (due to running out of energy) as 
they need to manage a great number of communication and computation tasks. Table 1 highlights 
and compares the key features of flat and hierarchical data aggregation routings in WSN. 
 
Table 1.  Flat vs. Hierarchical  
Parameters  Flat  Hierarchical  
Aggregators Any node  Intermediate aggregators  
Node fail Network partition Local disconnect  
Congestion High  Low  
Collisions High Low 
Cost Low High 
Node 
heterogeneity 
No impact Makes the nodes role  
Delay High  Low  
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3.2. Mobile Agent Data Aggregation Routing 
 
This model of data aggregation routing utilises Mobile Agent (MA) technique to collect and 
aggregate data from source nodes. The key objective is to increase data aggregation accuracy and 
performance and reduce network resource consumption. This section briefly describes mobile 
agents structures, capabilities and benefits. A set of mobile agent routing protocols is provided to 
highlight routing issues and techniques that need to be considered in WSN data aggregation. 
 
3.2.1. Mobile Agents: A Brief Review 
 
A Mobile Agent (MA) is a piece of software that has mobility to autonomously perform 
distributed computing tasks [12], [16]. There are two techniques to provide MA mobility: mobile 
code and remote objects [9]. In the former, code migration is provided and managed by a 
software framework (i.e Telescript Development Environment) [33], whereas the latter (i.e 
Aglets) focuses on Remote Object Invocation (ROI) that allows remote access to the 
information/object with respect to the system transparency [25]. 
 
Programmability is the key feature of mobile agent as compared to regular computer software. It 
provides the ability of collecting and processing information, and then performing the best-fitted 
services for the consumer. Programmability enhances the performance of computing systems in 
which the MAs are used to intelligently manage resources [26]. Based on the definition domain, 
the MAs support programming in application, middleware or network layers [1]. In the 
application layer, MAs are usually used to enhance the flexibility/efficiency of application design 
by propagating the consumer requirements in an autonomous manner. In the middleware layer, 
the MAs can be used to enhance dynamicity of network services such as data aggregation and/or 
query-based information retrieval. They also are used to improve the intelligence of network layer 
services such as smart multi-hop routing. 
 
3.2.2. Mobile Agents Structure and Benefits for Data Aggregation 
 
The MAs can be programmed to perform data aggregation in WSNs. They move throughout the 
network to capture and aggregate data samples which need to be reported to the sink. A mobile 
agent usually consists of four elements: identification, itinerary, data space and method [34]. The 
identification maintains the general information of MA such as serial number and/or dispatcher’s 
ID. Itinerary provides the migration information such as current location, traversed paths and/or 
destination address. Data space keeps the required and/or collected data (i.e aggregated result) 
during the MA migrations. Method provides the required code/function (i.e aggregation function) 
that is used by MAs during the migrations between the computing devices. As a result, the MAs 
would be able to visit the source nodes one by one using the itinerary information that can be 
provided proactively or reactively. They aggregate captured data at each node using the 
aggregation function. Aggregated results are maintained and/or updated at data space of MAs 
until they are delivered to the sink. 
 
According to [32] and [34], the MA model of data aggregation offers nine advantages in 
comparison to client/server as below: 
 
1. Utilising the MA technique decreases transmission rate in WSN. MA routing forwards the 
executable sink queries (MAs) to the source nodes to collect and combine data samples, 
whereas client/server routes a large amounts of raw data from the source nodes to the 
aggregators/sink. For example, let we assume that a set of particular photos taken by wireless 
camera sensors need to be collected. In client/server, camera sensors report all their photos to 
either sink or aggregators for aggregation and/or processing/analysis. On the other hand, a MA 
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can be programmed to move throughout the network to collect the photos which are interesting 
and met the user requirements. Hence, the number of transmissions is reduced in MA data 
aggregation. 
 
2. Reducing the number of transmissions results in decreasing network resource consumption 
mainly energy. 
 
3. The network traffic and transmission rate is reduced if MA data aggregation is used. This 
results in reduction of collisions. 
 
4. Reducing network traffic leads to decrease of data aggregation delay in WSNs. 
 
5. MA data aggregation performance is not dependant to the network size. This increases the 
scalability of data aggregation. 
 
6. MA improves the extensibility of system as it has the potential to carry task-adaptive processes 
which extend the capabilities of the system. 
 
7. MA has the ability to improve the stability of network as it is able to support offline 
(asynchronous) message delivery. 
 
8. Bandwidth utilisation is reduced in MA model of data aggregation because of transmitting Mas 
instead of data packets throughout the network. 
 
9. Load balancing is enhanced in MA data aggregation due to uniform network load distribution.  
 
MA migration itinerary planning is a challenging issue in MA data aggregation. It is clearly 
related to the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) in which optimal itineraries are established for 
salesmen to follow. Although solving TSP (and similarly MA itinerary planning) is practical 
when the number of nodes to visit (i.e cities) is small, the problem is in general NP-complete. 
However, there are three key differences between TSP and MA itinerary planning: (1) TSP needs 
to visits all the nodes (i.e cities), whereas MA itinerary planning only visits the nodes which are 
desirable for the consumer. (2) there is a single salesman which travels through in traditional TSP, 
whereas MA itinerary planning focuses on routing multiple MAs throughout the network. (3) TSP 
assumes global knowledge, whereas MA itinerary planning in WSN does not. 
 
MA migration itinerary planning needs to consider three issues to discover/establish optimal 
routes [32]: (1) Minimising journey delay: this leads to enhance data freshness as data samples 
are collected with minimum delay. (2) Reducing network resource consumption (mainly energy): 
MAs need to move through short, low cost and efficient energy use routes as WSNs are highly 
resource constraints. (3) Maximising data sample rate: data collection robustness is increased if 
greater number of data samples is captured.  
 
MA itineraries are usually designed in two fundamental schemes depending on where the routing 
decisions are made: proactive and reactive [45]. MAs utilise the itinerary that is created by sink or 
data consumer in advance of migration in the former, whereas MAs are routed on-the-fly 
according to the acquired routing information that are dynamically collected in the latter. 
However, the MAs may use hybrid routing in which proactive and reactive itinerary planning are 
combined. 
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3.2.3. Proactive MA Data Aggregation Routing 
 
A pre-defined itinerary is set for MA migration in proactive routing. This reduces the cost of 
routing, network resource consumption and delay [13]. As the migration paths are defined (by 
sink and/or data consumer) priori to migration, the overhead of route discovery and establishment 
can be reduced. This means that routing overhead is reduced as on-the-fly route computing in not 
required. In addition, the pre-defined itineraries return the shortest paths that reduce MA 
migration delay. Proactive MA routing can be used in laboratory experimental situations because 
of its relative ease of installation. However, it is not applicable on most WSN data aggregation 
applications as the MA dispatcher (sink) should be aware of source nodes address, location, 
source events and the possible shortest paths between them. Sensor nodes may be randomly 
distributed in harsh and/or out of reach area like the ocean. Hence, collecting required routing 
information to design proactive itineraries would be difficult, expensive and/or impossible. 
 
Mobile Agent Based Wireless Sensor Network (MAWSN) [14] proactively allocates a migration 
itinerary to a single MA to follow. The MA utilises a pre-defined routing which consists of three 
parts: (1) the first node id: this shows the beginning of the journey, (2) intermediate nodes id: the 
list of nodes which should be visited during the journey, (3) the last node id: this returns the end 
of migration. According to the itinerary, the MA is moved from the sink to the first node through 
a proactive path to start the journey. Then, the MA selects the source nodes one by one from the 
itinerary list to visit. Distance to the sink ranks the nodes in advance of the MA trip. The MA 
moves to a node if it is closer to the sink. The procedure is performed until the MA visits all the 
source nodes in the list. At the end, the MA moves to the last node to return the results through a 
reserved path to the sink. 
 
Mobile Agent Distributed Sensor Network (MADSN) [36] moves a MA using a proactive routing 
map to collect and aggregate data samples similar to MASWN. The difference of MAWSN and 
MADSN is that, the latter utilises MRI (Multi Resolution data Integration) [34] technique to 
reduce data redundancy. Using this, the nodes avoid reporting data samples if they are redundant. 
In other words, MADSN avoids visiting the source nodes that have redundant data. This reduces 
the cost of data collection comparing to MAWSN. Hence, it is clear that MADSN offers benefits 
if it is used in clustered network because CHs discard redundant data using MRI. 
 
Mobile Agent Directed Diffusion (MADD) [13] moves a single MA throughput the network in a 
hybrid manner for data aggregation. The MA uses itinerary similar to MASWN. The MA 
reactively migrates between first and last nodes that are proactively selected by the sink. It means 
that, the MA is moved to the first node by sink and then dynamically selects the closest node until 
it is reached by the last node. At the end, the MA returns to the sink from the last node through a 
reserved path. There are differences between MADD and MASWN: (1) MADD reactively visits 
the nodes between the first and last visiting node. It dynamically selects the closer source node to 
its current location to move in each migration. (2) MADD selects the farthest source node from 
sink to start the MA journey. The reason is that the author believes moving empty/lightweight 
MAs through longer routes in early migrations reduces network resource consumption. In fact, 
starting the migration from farther nodes using a MA in which data part is empty reduces 
communication overhead (size × communication distance) that has a high impact on energy 
consumption. (3) MADD discards the method part when the last source node is visited. This 
results in reduction of the network traffic.  
 
3.2.3. Reactive MA Data Aggregation Routing 
 
Reactive MA data aggregation derives MAs to visit the source nodes through paths that are 
dynamically formed in flat or hierarchical [45]. The routing information at each node is used to 
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establish the routes. For example, MAs select the closest node to migrate in the next using 
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) [46] technique which estimates the distance between 
the wireless nodes. Reactive MA routing is not influenced by network topology change. 
However, on-the-fly information collection and reactive route establishment increases data 
migration delay.  
 
GCF (Global Centre First) and LCF (Local Closest First) [35] move a single MA in flat into the 
event region(s) for data aggregation. A single MA moves to visit the source nodes (via the 
shortest path) if they are close to the centre of data region in GCF, whereas LCF utilises a routing 
algorithm in which the MA is moved to the next source node if it is the closest one. The 
complexity of these two algorithms is comparatively low and they are easy to implement. 
However, data aggregation cost and delay depends on the network size and this is increased if the 
network becomes large and dense [32]. In addition, the performance of these protocols highly is 
influenced by the current location of MA. For example, the sink should know the centre of data 
region to move the MA if GCF is used. Although it is not critical in centralised event distribution 
model, the MA migration cost is highly increased when random event distribution model is used 
especially in the network deployed is large and dense. 
 
IEMF (Itinerary Energy Minimum for First-source-selection) and IEMA (Itinerary Energy 
Minimum Algorithm) [15] move MAs via minimum cost routes to aggregate and report data. The 
key objective is to decrease MA migration overhead in IEMF. This selects minimum consumed 
energy paths to route the MA. IEMF allocates an estimated cost value to each route that is 
established to an event region. According to the cost value, it selects the closest node that resides 
on minimum cost link to migrate. LCF differs from IEMF as this selects the closest node for 
migration, whereas IEMF utilises the estimated cost value to select the link. Utilising an iterative 
process in IEMF to select the next hop nodes forms IEMA. First, each available tie to data region 
is assigned by a cost value. Then, the value is iteratively updated if the real cost is measured. 
Indeed, IEMA considers a number of available links to event regions in an iterative manner to 
find out the route in which MA migration cost is minimised.  
 
The Near-Optimal Itinerary Design algorithm (NOID) [17] utilises multiple MAs which 
independently travel throughout flat networks to collect and aggregate data samples. This 
enhances the parallelism of data aggregation routing that consequently reduces delay. This means 
that this protocol reduces data aggregation delivery time as a number of MAs in parallel collect 
and report data. The migrations are started from the sink to data regions via the established paths. 
Each route is extended in a greedy manner to minimise a cost function in which hop count and 
node energy level is considered. NOID allocates a cost value to each link. It allows the MAs to 
select the closest node residing on the minimum cost link to move. In other words, the MAs move 
through links which minimise journey hop count (minimum delay) and have sufficient energy to 
guide them to source regions. NOID also considers the amount of collected data at each nodes to 
control MAs size. Forwarding MAs without considering the MA size increases the network traffic 
and network resource consumption. For this reason, NOID monitors the data part of MAs at each 
node and avoids continuous node visit. In fact, an MA stops to visit nodes and returns to the sink 
if it becomes heavy. However, MA migrations to overleaped areas and capturing redundant data 
samples are the drawbacks of NOID. The MAs only consider the address of nodes instead of their 
available data during data aggregation journeys. In consequence, they visit overleaped area and 
capture redundant data. In addition, the migration cost of multiple MAs is increased if the number 
of data regions rises. 
 
Genetic Algorithm based Multiple mobile agents Itinerary Planning (GA-MIP) [11] utilises 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) to compute routes for multiple MAs. To avoid collision and overlapped 
migration, GA-MIP shares a random itinerary as the initial gene between all MAs. The route map 
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has two vectors: sequence and group. The former keeps the list of source nodes that need to be 
visited, whereas the latter indicates the number of source nodes that should be visited by each 
MA. This means that each element of group vector specifies the number of nodes that are listed in 
sequence vector and need to be visited by a MA. The vectors are updated/trained using the GA 
algorithm. GA operators such as crossover and mutations increase the variety of other route maps 
(gens). These are evolutionary created based on the network topology change. At each iteration, 
the best-fitted route maps are selected using the selection operator. This procedure is repeated 
until the most efficient itinerary is achieved for the MAs to follow. The drawback of GA-MIP is 
delay. This is increased because initial gene optimisation during data aggregation procedure is 
required. For this reason, GA-MIP is not suitable for real-time or time-sensitive data aggregation 
applications. 
 
Tree-Based Itinerary Design (TBID) [21] utilises a number of spanning trees (SPTs) to combine 
and report data samples over a zoned network. Under this protocol, the trees are established from 
the single-hop neighbourhood of sink. Then, an MA for data aggregation is assigned to each tree. 
After this, a set of concentric zones is formed around the sink. Radius of each zone is N 
×(maximum radio range of node)/2 in which N is the zone number. Each node residing in the first 
zone (single-hop neighbours of sink) starts to establish a spanning tree with the source nodes. To 
form a tree, the nodes use a greedy algorithm. Using this algorithm, each source node 
interconnects to the next node which resides in the outer zone. This procedure is repeated until 
source nodes in the last zone (most outer one) are reached. Finally, the MA data aggregation trip 
is started to collect data samples residing on the tree. Each MA visits all the nodes in each zone 
and move then to the outer zone to continue the procedure. The same path is used by the MAs to 
return to the sink. The key drawback of this protocol is that the trees are proactively established. 
This enhances energy consumption if the network topology frequently changes. In addition, data 
aggregation cost is increased in TBID if the network is deployed dense and large [39] proposes a 
reactive mobile agent data aggregation protocol that is particularly designed for object tracking. It 
uses two types of MAs: master and slave. A Master MA is responsible for detecting the event 
regions and reporting aggregated results to the sink, whereas a slave MA collects data samples 
within a region to report to its master. According to it, a master MA is forwarded from the sink to 
the closest source node (minimum hop count) of each event region. Each master MA detects the 
current status of the event (i.e object location and direction) using the collected information at the 
source node. Then, the slave MAs are routed to collect and combine data samples in the data 
region. In object tracking application, for example, slave MAs move to the sensor nodes that are 
able to dominate the movement space of the object. They report collected data samples to master 
MA in two schemes: Threshold-Based (TB) and Distance-Based (DB). TB allows slave MAs 
report if the object meets the required speed or direction, whereas DB lets slave MAs return data 
if the object move beyond the allowed distance. Slave MAs collect and aggregate data samples 
and then report the results to the master MA. Master MA collects and aggregates the information 
from its salve MAs and then return to the sink to report. The drawback of this algorithm is the 
performance cost. The routing performance cost increases when the event/objects are distributed 
according to random event distribution model. For this, a greater number of MAs is required to 
report data from the event sources. It increases network resources consumption. Besides, the 
accuracy of data aggregation is decreased as the MAs may move into overlapped area and collect 
redundant data. Agent-based Event driven Route Discovery Protocol (AERDP) [40] (and [43]) 
aims to resolve the drawbacks by establishing a non-overlapped hierarchical infrastructure 
(clusters) for MAs to migrate. The clusters are interconnected through a spanning tree which is 
rooted in the sink. Similar to [39], a master MA stays in the duty of collecting data from slave 
MAs at each region. The overhead/complexity of this algorithm highly depends on the size and 
distribution model of event regions. It increases when the event regions are broadly formed with 
numerous and/or random events. 
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Table 2.  Client/server vs. Mobile agent data aggregation routing 
 
Protocol Network 
Architecture 
Mechanism Key Advantage Key 
Drawback 
Number 
of MAs 
LCF Flat Closest node 1- Ease of 
implementation 
2- low overhead 
1- AC node 
visit 
2- Increased 
delay 
3- Location 
dependant 
Single 
GSF Flat Centre of 
event regions 
1- Ease of 
implementation 
2- low overhead 
1- Increased 
delay 
2- Location 
dependent 
Single 
NOID Flat Closest node 
with enough 
energy 
Reliable 
migrations via 
energy-aware 
links 
Overlapped 
data collection 
Multiple 
IEMF & 
IEMA 
Flat Minimum 
cost links 
(energy and 
distance) 
Reducing 
migration costs 
Increased 
delay 
Single 
GA-MIP Flat GA for 
optimising 
links 
Best-fitted routes 
according to the 
requirements 
Increased 
delay of route 
planning 
Multiple 
TBID Hierarchical Tree 
infrastructure  
Reducing MA 
random walks 
1- High cost 
of updating 
tree 
infrastructure 
2-Great 
number of 
trees for large 
network 
Multiple 
[39] Hierarchical Master/Slave 
MAs 
Reducing MA 
migration length 
1- Overlapped 
data collection 
2-High cost 
for random 
distributed 
event sources  
Multiple 
AERDP Hierarchical Master/Slave 
MAs 
Non-overlapped 
migrations 
High cost for 
random 
distributed 
event sources 
Multiple 
 
The introduced mobile agent routing protocols are highlighted and compared in Table 2. 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
Routing is used in WSN to route data samples from data regions to consumer access point (sink) 
based on distinctive parameters such as network architecture and application. A number of 
routing protocols are proposed in this field to improve routing stability, scalability and 
extendibility. They are classified according to routing features, techniques and objectives. 
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 WSN Routing is a challenging issues as it can be frequently influenced by network dynamism 
and/or topology changes. Residual energy level is the key parameter that usually lead to the 
network topology changes in WSNs. This affects node availability and wireless communication 
quality. Hence, it influences wireless communications and consequently routing performance. By 
this, the following objectives need to be considered by WSN routing: 
 
1. The route stability needs to be enhanced by establishing/re-establishing communication links as   
quick as possible before any further topology change. 
 
2. The reliability of routes needs to be enhanced by forwarding network packets via the nodes 
which have sufficient energy to communicate. 
 
3. Network lifetime needs to be maximised by minimising energy consumption. It can reduce 
node/link failures that are caused by running out of energy. 
 
4. A distributed scheme is required to process routing overhead. This avoids arising bottlenecks 
and consequently results in reduction of partial node failure probability 
  
Data aggregation offers a set of benefits such as reducing network congestion and energy 
consumption in WSN routing by reducing size/number of transmissions. Data aggregation routing 
focuses on two schemes: client/server and mobile agent. In the former, the routes are formed 
between source nodes and the sink according to the network architecture. The paths guide data 
packets from the source regions to the sink through a set of intermediate nodes which perform in-
network data aggregation. In MA routing, MA(s) move throughout the network via 
proactive/reactive paths to collect and report data. It offers a set of benefits specifically reducing 
network traffic, enhancing adaptability and autonomous computation as compared to client/server 
model. However, itinerary planning to establish efficient and low-cost paths for MAs is a 
challenging issue in MA data aggregation routing. Table 3 summarises and compares the key 
features of data aggregation routing in both schemes. 
 
Table 3.  Client/server vs. Mobile agent data aggregation routing 
 
Parameters Client/Server Mobile Agent 
Communication Uni/multi/broadcast (depending 
on architecture) 
(parallel)Unicast 
Parallel processing Yes Yes 
Automaticity No Yes 
Message Structure Simple Complex 
Communication 
Overhead 
Number of relay nodes 
(depending on architecture) 
Number/length of MAs 
Message Failures Depending on architecture, 
traffic and/or energy 
Depending on residual 
energy of nodes 
Accuracy of data 
collection 
Depending on data msg. failures Depending on itinerary 
planning 
Delay of data 
collection 
Depending on traffic and/or 
architecture 
Depending on itinerary 
and/or number of MAs 
Key advantage Simplicity in deployment 1-Reducing network 
traffic 
2-Adaptability 
Key drawback Message collisions/lost MA 
complexity/security 
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